Resolution of worshop 11.
Yes we can overcome them! Yes we can win to Capitalism! Because or Capitalism dies or the planet dies!
We are going to create international a popular front with the objectives to defend, to protect and to fight
by the recovery of our natural environment.
This is the message of the 50 participants of the factory environment of the World-wide Conference of
Women of Base Venezuela 2011, Caracas.
Let us listen in a shared in common interchange of opinions as ours pachamama is operated by the
international monopolies, as it is contaminated and irritated in his I circulate natural.
Of the Ukraine we knew that still after 25 years of the ecological catastrophe in Chernobyl it continues
being threatened the future of its children.
Of Ecuador we listen to of the fight against the operation of the seas by the international monopolies and
their governments; also of the commitment with the protection of the Galápagos Islands and the national
park Yasuní. They tell that a law for the protection and the guarantee of biodiversity exists. Many of them
declare it like pure theory.
Of Italy we knew as women and men rebel themselves successful against the construction of a line of
trains of high speed that would destroy the nature in favor of the exclusive transport of merchandise of
the international companies.
In Mexico the indigenous women rebel against the companies of transgenic that force the farmers to buy
their transgenic maize.
In Germany the nuclear industry and in favor of the exigency of renewable energy instead of the one of
the coal and the natural gas burn grows the opposition against. The popular movement against the project
Stuttgart 21 is against to the environmental destruction and the CO2 emission that accompanies it.
Women of several countries told to their problems with the sweepings and its nonpolluting elimination. It
was presented/displayed like good possibility of change the cryonic recycling and the circular renewable
economy that the model of the nature follows.
Our Venezuelan companions also underwent experiences like the contamination of their national parks,
the water-bearing ones, the fish and human beings by international companies. As it passed in the
example of the monocultures of Malanga in Sierra Perija or the contamination of the Maracaibo Lake.
We have recognized that the destruction of our natural environment is penetrated by the forms of the
production and capitalist distribution.

Proposals 1 - Ecuador requests to the conference that supports with the popular fighters persecuted and
jailed to defend the nature and the life. Votes If: 20 Not: 16

2 - To summon energetic world-wide movements of denunciation by means of long waits, long walks,
meetings, murals and other events in he himself day, month and year on problematic of each country
creating conscience on the care, protection and defense of environment. Votes: 35 Not: 1
3 - To take to the conclusions and experiences to our communities. Votes: If: 35 Not:
4 - Informative campaigns on as the transnational companies, objectives and way of action in the
destruction of environment work. Vote: If: 39 Not:
5 - Product of this conference is due to establish international an ecological network, can have a name
that already exists and establish its objectives. Votes: Approved.
6 - To fortify integral the environmental education with emphasis in children, children and adolescents.
Votes: If: 39
7-El taken care of of the natural resources must be insured at constitutional level and as much the state as
the town must make pursuit of the fulfillment of the laws. Votes: If: 31 Not: 5.
8 - To make an international encounter on sustainable development for the recovery of the water-bearing
ones contaminated of the world. To go to more concrete proposals. Votes: If: 35 Not: 2.
9 - We demanded new productive methods in agreement with the nature, the circular economy and the
renewable energy in the World.
10 - We endorsed the first popular court for the ecological justice that has been impelled from
Cochabamba, in the World-wide Conference of the Towns by the climatic Change that occurred in Bolivia
after the world-wide conference of Copenhagen. Votes: If: 36.
11 - Sowing of a tree like memory of this conference and to call it Bolivar. Votes: If: 35.
12 - During the future conferences visits to the practical experiences must be made of which host in the
days of the event is becoming in the country. Votes: If: 38.
13 - To make an uprising on the excessive construction of particular vehicles and to promote the ecological
collective transport. Votes: If:
14 - To impel the ecological tourism at world-wide level with revolutionary socialist conscience.
15 - Biological build-up of reserves that guarantees the biodiversity impelled by rural communities. Votes:
33
16 - To impel the creation of an international magazine with the biography of the environmentalists.
Votes: If.

